The Journal of Palestine Studies presents an original translation of a 1981 article by Yugoslav anthropologist Nina Seferović (1947–1991) on “Bushnaqs”—Palestinians whose ancestors hail from the territory of present-day Bosnia-Herzegovina. Seferović describes the circumstances of the Bushnaqs’ departure in the late nineteenth century; the distinct community they founded in the village of Caesarea near Haifa; and their assimilation into the Palestinian nation. This study is a contribution to the social history of Palestine that raises productive questions about the legacies of the Non-Aligned Movement and about the role of race and temporality in framing such categories as settler and native in the broader examination of settler colonialism.

Below, in order of appearance, are Darryl Li’s translator’s preface, “A Note on Settler Colonialism,” illuminating and explicating the original study; Nina Seferović’s article, “The Herzegovinian Muslim Colony in Caesarea, Palestine,” and an appendix titled, “Balkan Migration to the Middle East.” A substantial section of endnotes follows, divided into three corresponding parts.

Translator’s Preface: A Note on Settler Colonialism

DARRYL LI

In the early 1880s, dozens of Muslim families from what is now Bosnia-Herzegovina arrived in Ottoman Palestine. Most coalesced into a new community on the site of the ancient village of Caesarea, south of Haifa, while others settled in Yanun, near Nablus. Unlike many other Europeans arriving in Palestine at that time—whether Jews enacting a Zionist project or Christian utopians like the German Templers—the descendants of these migrants, called Bushnaqs, are today widely considered part of the Palestinian people.

In February 1948, the Haganah expelled Caesarea’s last non-Jewish inhabitants, one of the earliest operations of its kind during the Nakba. In subsequent years, the state of Israel destroyed the Bushnaqs’ homes (the mosque they built remains as a tourist attraction) and converted the area into a heritage site featuring various excavated ancient and medieval structures. In addition to hosting Israel’s only full-size golf course, Caesarea is a now an affluent suburb, boasting the personal homes of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and the Baron Benjamin de Rothschild.
Today, there are Bushnaqs throughout Palestine/Israel and the Palestinian diaspora, or shatat. The term Bushnaq—an Arabization of “Bošnjak” (more on which below)—was originally a label connoting geographical origin but over time it came to function as a family name as well. Although many work to retain or revive a distinct sense of their origins, few Bushnaqs speak the southern Slavic language of their ancestors or maintain any direct connection with Bosnia. A number of them have played prominent roles in modern Palestinian history, including ‘Ali Bushnaq (d. 1968), cofounder of the Palestinian Liberation Front; ‘Abd al-Rahman Bushnaq (1913–1999), a BBC broadcaster, translator, and writer who also spent decades as a manager in the Arab Bank; folklorist and translator Inea Bushnaq; and Dr. Mustafa Bushnaq (1887–1974), one of the founders of an-Najah National University in Nablus who was a member of both the Palestinian National Council (PNC) and the Jordanian Senate.

In 1981, the Yugoslav anthropologist Nina Seferović (1947–1991) published a brief study of the Caesarea Bushnaqs drawing on interviews she conducted with members of the community in Jordan, Lebanon, and Yugoslavia (see endnote 1 for “The Herzegovinian Muslim Colony in Caesarea, Palestine” below). Despite some historical and geographical errors, this short article remains to my knowledge the most detailed account of Palestinians of Bosnian origin that has appeared to date in English, Arabic, Hebrew, or the language formerly known as Serbo-Croatian. As such, it provides some useful data on the social history of Palestine and raises productive questions for Palestine studies on issues of race, migration, solidarity, and settler colonialism.

RACE, MOBILITY, AND EMPIRE IN PALESTINE STUDIES

The racial dynamics produced by Zionism—especially its constructions of the categories of “Jew” and “Arab”—have long been a central preoccupation of Palestine studies. In contrast, questions of race and ethnicity among Palestinians have remained underexplored and potentially sensitive. Zionist writing has long emphasized the migration of diverse non-Jewish populations to Palestine prior to the Nakba—not only Druze and Bedouin, but also Armenians, Circassians, and the like—to question the existence of a Palestinian nation or to downplay the impact of Zionist colonization on Palestine. (Accordingly, the fact of migration serves as evidence that the Palestinians are somehow not autochthonous and that they therefore cannot claim to be indigenous vis-à-vis the Zionist movement.) The limited references to the Bushnaqs in English are consistent with this tendency.

The growth and consolidation of the field of Palestine studies in recent decades, however, should provide scholars with sufficient confidence to engage these complex and diverse histories of migration and settlement without fear of bolstering denialist narratives. The alternative, positing a static transhistorical territory with a monolithic unchanging population, would render Palestine and its people mere objects that were acted upon by outside forces such as empire, capital, and Zionism. Incorporating migration from neighboring countries as well as from Europe, Asia, and Africa is crucial to moving beyond a “Palestine exceptionalism” that demands consideration as a unique and isolated case.

In this vein, we can turn to studies like Seferović’s, which focuses on the origins and early years of Bushnaq muhajirs, the general term applied to Muslims moving to the Ottoman Empire from territories it gradually lost during the nineteenth century. As such, Seferović’s account of why they
went to Caesarea and how they came to see themselves as Palestinian is somewhat perfunctory and leaves open questions to be addressed in future archival and oral history research. Nevertheless, the article shows that in Palestine, Bushnaqs are *assimilated but not unmarked*, with their difference perceived largely in phenotypical terms, as being light-skinned or "white." Even today, the generally more fair-skinned Bushnaqs face questions about their origins from other Palestinians and outsiders alike. The Bushnaqs are but one example of groups who push the boundaries of the categories of "Arab" and "Palestinian" but also arguably enrich them. In this sense, they are like Afro-Palestinians, another understudied group for whom assimilation has by no means eliminated difference; at the same time, Afro-Palestinians and Bushnaqs occupy starkly different places in the global hierarchies of race that inflct all national categories, including Palestinians.6

The challenge of historicizing ethnic and racial difference among Palestinians also raises questions of comparison and connection. Since the Balkan wars of the 1990s, Bosnia and Palestine have been frequently juxtaposed as highly mediatized sites of mass atrocity or as case studies of "ethnic conflict" in debates over the merits of territorial partition. Seferović’s work, however, does not take Bosnia and Palestine as given units to be compared; instead, having been written in a very different context, well before the dismemberment of Yugoslavia, it challenges us to think about ties connecting these spaces across time.

The muhajir movements to the Ottoman Empire were part of a major demographic transformation of southeastern Europe and Anatolia over the course of the long nineteenth century that culminated in the notorious "population exchanges" between Greece and Turkey in the early 1920s.7 Bosnia, however, was distinct from other former Ottoman territories that gained independence or were conquered by Russia and where new ruling regimes engaged in mass expulsions of Muslims as part of the attempted consolidation of their nationalist projects. Instead, Bosnia was ruled by the Austro-Hungarian Empire, which generally sought to preserve the demographic situation in order to maintain the pretense (until 1908) that it was respecting the Ottoman Empire’s de jure sovereignty—and to forestall Serbian designs on the province. Hence, Muslim migration from Bosnia was on a smaller scale and relatively "voluntary"; muhajirs tended to be from families of means and some were able to move back and forth between the Ottoman Empire and Bosnia.8

Scholars in Turkey and Bosnia have paid increasing attention to muhajir history in recent years9 but their work is often framed by contemporary national categories. Hence, muhajirs traveling to Ottoman realms outside of what is now republican Turkey—like the Bushnaqs of Caesarea as well as those who settled in Tunisia, Saudi Arabia, and elsewhere—have been left out. And as important and wide-ranging as the muhajir movements were, Seferović is keenly aware that they do not exhaust the history of Balkan-Arab connections, as evidenced in one of her longer footnotes, which is reproduced here as an appendix (see “Balkan Migration to the Middle East” below).10 Seferović’s work thus helps further develop an analysis of Palestine within the broader historical horizons of the Ottoman Empire.11

PALESTINE AND NON-ALIGNMENT

Moving from comparison to connection is also helpful for theorizing solidarity. The text of Seferović’s study pertains mostly to Ottoman-era movements between Palestine and Bosnia, but
its context of production stems from a different and no less interesting transregional frame that has become more fashionable in recent years: that of the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM), in which Yugoslavia played a leading role. In the 1970s, the NAM was vocally supportive of Palestinian rights both at the United Nations and within other international forums. Yugoslavia cut diplomatic ties with Israel after the June 1967 war and later sold military equipment to the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) and provided medical and educational assistance to the Palestinians.12 Scholars in Serbia and Croatia have in recent years made significant contributions to the study of Yugoslav diplomacy in the Middle East,13 but a social history of this transregional phenomenon remains to be written. Research here is crucial to move beyond superficial celebrations of “solidarity” in the form of summits of statesmen from the global south and the equally superficial rebuttals they inevitably attract.

A study of how non-alignment was lived or experienced between the Balkans and the Middle East would undoubtedly feature people like Seferović. Her father, Nusret, was a Yugoslav diplomat of Muslim background who served in Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Greece, Turkey, and Bulgaria. The research for her study of the Palestinian Bushnaqs was undertaken during trips to the Middle East to visit her family (although the bulk of her short career focused on Ethiopia). One of Seferović’s sources was a Yugoslav doctor who worked in PLO hospitals in Jordan. Seferović would later join the Museum of African Art in Belgrade, which was founded by Zdravko Pećar, a journalist and diplomat who spent years in Nasserite Egypt and wrote a major firsthand account of the Algerian Revolution.14 The vectors of non-alignment travel ran in the other direction as well to include Arab students in Yugoslavia, perhaps the best known being the Saudi novelist, ‘Abd al-Rahman Munif (author of the Cities of Salt quintet), who earned his doctorate in petroleum economics at the University of Belgrade in the 1950s.15 These legacies endure today: Bosnian-Palestinian families formed through non-alignment travel endured Israel’s summer 2014 attack on Gaza, while Serbia recently granted honorary citizenship to former Fatah leader Mohammad Dahlan.16

Seferović’s article appeared in 1981 in a collection of papers published by the Institute of Ethnography of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts dedicated to migration from Yugoslavia, with articles on the country’s diaspora in the United States, Australia, and Turkey. (At the time, Serbia was one of the six republics that together constituted socialist Yugoslavia.) Remittance income from Yugoslav workers abroad contributed significantly to the country’s economy and, as importantly, resonated with the idea of non-alignment providing a uniquely expansive form of mobility. Even today, people in the region nostalgically recall the red Yugoslav passports that enabled travel to a greater range of countries than those of other states, whether communist or capitalist.17

We can also see how scholarship in a NAM country could still be affected by the politics of knowledge production in the West. Seferović’s sympathy for the Palestinians is obvious and she even described Zionism as a “nationalist psychosis”; but her bibliography of Middle East-related sources was largely confined to mainstream English and French texts produced before critiques of Orientalism became widespread in the Western academy, in the last quarter of the twentieth century. Her description of the Nakba in Caesarea has a passive, agent-less tone, largely consistent with most scholarship on Palestine outside the Arab world at the time.
Seferović’s text is also not entirely free from portrayals of Islam as foreign to the Balkans. This reflects an Orientalism that is as embedded in local nationalisms as the one emanating directly from the West. For example, she refers to Muslim Slavs as a “domestic Islamized population” (*domaće islamizirano stanovništvo*)—notwithstanding the fact that their ancestors accepted Islam centuries earlier—and describes their departure as a “withdrawal” (*povlačenje*) from the region. Similarly, Seferović often collapses the Ottoman Empire into republican Turkey across different time periods, referring loosely to “Turks” or “Turkey”; in this translation, I have attempted to disentangle these terms for the purposes of clarity.

**NAMES AND NATIONS: BOSNIAN, BOSNIAK, BUSHNAQ**

An appreciation of the possibilities and limits of non-alignment—or any other form of solidarity—also requires a solid analytical grounding in local contexts. Here, some background on the management and legitimization of nationalist identities within socialist Yugoslavia may be helpful. Contrary to some popular perceptions, socialist Yugoslavia did not seek to eradicate all forms of nationalism among its citizens. Rather, under the slogan of “brotherhood and unity” (*bratstvo i jedinstvo*), its constitutional structure continued to be organized around the country’s recognized nations: Serbs, Croats, Slovenes, Macedonians, Montenegrins, and Muslims.

The term Muslims, denoting a recognized nation—“Muslimani,” the capitalization of the first letter distinguishing them from “muslimani,” or adherents of the Muslim faith in general—was introduced into the constitution only in 1971. It refers to the country’s population of Slavs of Muslim background (as opposed to, say, Muslim Albanians), who are today most often referred to as Bosnian Muslims or Bosniaks. Debates on nationalism in the region have long highlighted alleged Muslim backwardness in developing nationalist consciousness, as opposed to the more “advanced” Serb and Croat nationalisms. Over the past century at least, there have been several common responses to the Muslim “problem”: to consider Muslim Slavs of the region to be a nation akin to Serbs and Croats; to deny their nationhood and treat them merely as Serbs or Croats of the Muslim faith; or to treat them as “Turks,” essentially non-autochthonous settlers who should have left with the Ottoman army and administration. The 1971 amendments were a partial step toward the nationality option: they recognized Muslim Slavs as a nation in the Yugoslav constitutional order but without designating a territorial homeland of their own. Serbia, for example, was “the state of the Serbian nation,” but Bosnia-Herzegovina—which had only a Muslim plurality—was constitutionally defined as a homeland for Muslims, Serbs, and Croats alike.

Seferović’s study should be read with this fraught history in mind as she speaks of the same people alternately as “our” migrants, as Muslims (with a capital “M”), and as “Bosniaks” (singular: *Bošnjak*, plural: *Bošnjaci*). This slippage is consistent with the dominant ideology at the time the piece was written. Hence, the article frames the Bushnaqs of Caesarea as Yugoslav despite the fact that they had left decades before a country of that name existed. And it glosses them as Muslims in a national sense, even though it is likely that they did not think of themselves in those terms, as a Muslim nationalist position likely would have been to discourage migration in favor of preserving the strong possible demographic presence in Bosnia.

As for the third term Seferović uses, Bosniak, it has become widely accepted since the collapse of Yugoslavia as a national name for Bosnian Muslims, whereas “Bosnian” (*Bosanac/Bosanci*) is now
used to refer merely to the state or territory of Bosnia-Herzegovina without any given national or ethnic content. This purported distinction between the ethnic and the civic, however, has only crystallized in recent decades. Historically, one can find numerous usages of the term Bosniak in the more geographical sense, referring at times to non-Muslims. Accordingly, one should resist any temptation to read Seferović as a supporter of Bosniak nationalism avant la lettre, as she only uses the term to distinguish the migrants from Middle Eastern peoples they encounter and not from others in Yugoslavia or Bosnia. In light of the above, I have used the Arabic term “Bushnaq” in this essay to refer to the muhajirs as they came to be constituted as a distinct group in Palestine, without presupposing national identities or lack thereof before arrival.

IMMIGRANTS AND SETTLERS IN PALESTINE STUDIES

Finally, Seferović’s study raises productive questions for thinking about settler colonialism, a term that has experienced a revival in both activism and scholarship on Palestine.

Settler colonialism is a distinct form of colonialism that emphasizes not simply alien rule and exploitation but also demographic transformation through the implantation of colonists who constitute a new society rooted in the territory that structurally subjugates or even decimates indigenous populations. The analytical framework and political language of settler colonialism have been most helpful in challenging the narrow redefinition of Palestinian liberation as an independence struggle based on the territories conquered in 1967. The emphasis on settler colonialism has denaturalized the Green Line as an analytical boundary that too rigidly separated the plight of Palestinians under Israeli occupation from those holding Israeli citizenship. It has also helped dethrone the notion that Zionism and Palestinian nationalism are merely isomorphic competing nationalisms. This perspective has drawn attention to how Zionism reconfigures notions of race, religion, and nation to create a global category of “Jews” invested with greater rights to the territory than Palestinians directly connected to it. Finally, the comparative framework of settler colonialism has elicited useful connections between Palestine/Israel and the United States, calling into question the latter’s presumed “normality” as providing an analytical or normative model of democracy.

Such interventions have been important and helpful. One accordingly hopes that the turn to settler colonialism in Palestine scholarship will produce rigorous comparative studies that enrich and speak back to the fields from which they have borrowed. Moreover, they should also attend to the possible foreclosures that this framework brings, such as how settler colonialism’s territorial focus may leave an uncertain role for the shatat.

Seferović’s account of the Bushnaqs helpfully unsettles, so to speak, some of the categories that have framed this analysis and can accordingly help to sharpen it. The term she uses for the Bushnaqs after their arrival in Palestine, doseljenik, can be rendered in English as either “immigrant” or “settler.” In other words, it does not make a distinction between those who join an existing society and those who establish a new one on radically different terms. Seferović uses the same term for European Jews and Germans in Palestine and even today, it is the most common label in media accounts across ex-Yugoslavia for Israeli Jews living in the West Bank.

Yet as Seferović tells us, the Bushnaqs, unlike the Germans and Jews, somehow became Palestinian. One can easily identify factors to explain this: in the Ottoman era, the Bushnaqs did
not enjoy the same extraterritorial legal privileges that were granted to citizens of European states; under the British, Bushnaqs were classified by the Mandatory authorities as “Arabs”; as Sunni Muslims, they shared a religious orientation with many of their Arab neighbors; the small size of the community impelled Bushnaqs to develop close economic, social, and kin ties with the surrounding population; and, not least, they shared the experience of expulsion and exile and the international legal status of “Palestine refugee” as a result of the Nakba and its aftermath. It may even be that the Nakba itself was the decisive factor in rendering the Bushnaqs unarguably Palestinian.

But more striking here is how the almost simultaneous arrival of the Bushnaqs and the Jews of the First Aliyah forces us to reckon with the relationship between time and settler colonialism. The notion of settler colonialism poses a “paradox of the prior”: the definition of indigenous groups as historically antecedent to settler society can serve as a basis for legitimizing their claims but such a framing can also help banish indigenes to the realm of historical backwardness. In the case of Palestine/Israel, this is further complicated since Zionism posits both a claim to historical precedence in biblical times as well as a superseding modernity. If settler colonialism in the so-called New World (even the term is telling) is structured by a division between a time before and after some moment of “contact,” in Palestine/Israel there is an oversaturation of history that buries Palestinians under multiple layers of historical sediment: Jewish, Roman, Byzantine, Mamluk, Crusader, Ottoman, and so on. Moreover, notions of settler colonialism based on the passage of empty chronological time are vulnerable to the gradual accretion of new claims as embodied in the self-serving cliché that “at some point, the settler must become a native.” In other words, a simplistic notion of time leaves Palestinians both too early and too late in history, while Zionist presence only becomes ever more naturalized and chronologically distant from the Nakba or any other form of “original sin” that may be recognized.

The Bushnaqs have at best a limited claim to chronological precedence to Zionist settlers in Palestine. But the uncontroversial nature of their “Palestinian-ness” shows that simple linear time does not capture all that is at stake. For every moment that the settler-colonial state reiterates its own temporality—its ancient roots and modern vistas—it reenacts the structures of privilege and exclusion that affect all those dispossessed in its wake. In other words, it matters little if Bushnaqs were not “first” or if they have been superseded: like all Palestinians, they are still locked in a structural relationship with the regime that renders them indigenous through exclusion.

This is not to say, however, that the Bushnaqs are Palestinian merely because Zionism makes them so. In a striking essay on Palestinian citizens of Israel returning to their villages of origin inside the 1949 armistice lines, Samera Esmeir posits a notion of time distinct from the chronological linearity of the settler-colonial state. In such practices of return, Esmeir discerns “an unbroken relationship that sums up and summons all past connections, memories and lived experiences leading up to the present... that never passes, never progresses, never succumbs to the [colonial] time of relentless expansion, but to the contrary keeps it at bay.” This counter-hegemonic approach to time is not an atavistic essence, but rather a set of narratives, practices, and commitments that are sustained and enacted in spite of enormous pressures to yield and forget. Nina Seferović must have glimpsed it in her interviews with the Bushnaqs three decades ago, just as one can find it among Palestinians anywhere today.
The Herzegovinian Muslim Colony in Caesarea, Palestine

NINA SEFEROVIĆ
TRANSLATED BY DARRYL LI

After the Austro-Hungarian occupation of Bosnia-Herzegovina in 1878, a group of Herzegovinian Muslims emigrated to the Turkish Empire. The Ottoman authorities of the time settled this group in Caesarea (Qaysariyya), on the Palestinian coast of the Mediterranean Sea.

This article will examine the emigration of this group of Herzegovinian Muslims, the establishment of their colony in Palestine, and how they preserved their ethnic identity while adapting to the new environment.

The data presented in this study stems primarily from interviews conducted between 1977 and 1979 in Amman, Beirut, Damascus, Belgrade, Sarajevo, and Mostar with individuals who were born and lived in Palestine before the 1948–49 Arab-Israeli war and whose ancestors migrated from Herzegovina to Caesarea. Interviews were also held with women, born in Yugoslavia between the two world wars and married to the descendants of such emigrants, their families having already been neighbors in generations past; some of those individuals were from families that later returned to Yugoslavia. Other informants included those with close relatives who emigrated but did not cut ties with family back in the “old country.” Furthermore, conversations were held with various scholars, historians, sociologists, and economists, including experts on Judaism from the Middle East and our country who studied, among other subjects, the settlement of these areas since Ottoman times. Useful information was also provided by individual diplomatic, trade, and other representatives of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) serving over the years in Israel and elsewhere in the Middle East who have personally met descendants of our emigrants from Herzegovina and became acquainted with their history and fate.¹

Major Reasons for Emigration from Bosnia-Herzegovina After 1878

The military and political decline of the Ottoman Empire entailed gradual diminution of its territory, as well as the withdrawal of both Turkish and locally “Islamized” populations to areas that remained under the Sultan’s supreme authority.² In the Balkan Peninsula and elsewhere, each episode of Ottoman retreat was followed by waves of Muslim emigration.³ This migratory wave, known as the “muhajir migrations,”⁴ continued throughout the age of Turkish withdrawal.⁵

The withdrawal of Bosnia-Herzegovina’s Muslim population occurred from these parts of our country even while still under Ottoman rule. These movements had a mostly individual character.⁶ Migration to the Ottoman Empire after the Austro-Hungarian occupation, however, included quite significant numbers of Bosnia-Herzegovina’s Muslims.⁷ In typical areas of out-migration,⁸ those dissatisfied with the overall situation and the difficulties and uncertainties of
life-chances saw no option other than to leave. Serbs, Muslims, Croats, and Jews all migrated from Bosnia-Herzegovina, but Muslims were consistently the most numerous of those who departed. Although Muslim emigration was a topic of perennial concern to Bosnia-Herzegovina’s Austro-Hungarian rulers, such movements nevertheless continued and indeed intensified around incidents that reinforced the people’s sense of uncertainty or even hopelessness about their already difficult circumstances. Although authorities did not keep records on migration between 1878 and 1883, it is assumed that the greatest number of Muslims left in these early years of the occupation. An additional wave of migration was spurred on by the introduction of a new territorial defense law, with the “Džabić movement” around the turn of the century, as well as after the Austro-Hungarian annexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina in 1908. According to some reports, the latter was the broadest of all the migration waves from Bosnia-Herzegovina under Austro-Hungary. Major migrations to the Ottoman Empire ground to a halt after the 1912–13 Balkan wars. The next major wave came after 1919, with the emergence of the new historical and political situation in the Balkan Peninsula, when large numbers of Turks and Muslims speaking the Serbo-Croatian language also departed from liberated territories that joined the newly created state of Yugoslavia. Some of our population also migrated to Turkey after World War II.

Emigration from Herzegovina to the Ottoman Empire and the Muhajir Settlement Policy

Spurred by the Austro-Hungarian occupation, a group of about one hundred Herzegovinian Muslim families, linked by ties of kinship and friendship, decided to emigrate to the Ottoman Empire. They were of both urban and rural backgrounds, hailing mainly from Mostar and other places in Herzegovina such as Trebinje, Stolac, and Čapljina. The Ottoman authorities at the time settled this group near Haifa, on the Palestinian coast of the Mediterranean Sea, where they built a village atop the site of the ancient town of Caesarea. They lived there until the official proclamation of the state of Israel in 1948, when by force of circumstance they were displaced to the neighboring Arab countries and their village ceased to exist. They comprise a sizeable population among our diaspora in the Middle East today. [For more on this diaspora, see “Balkan Migration to the Middle East” below.] But after a century of living in this part of the world, they no longer exhibit any distinctive traits that would allow them to be defined as a separate ethnic group, as they are today totally blended within the Arab cultural milieu.

As this group set out, all they knew was to head to the Ottoman realms, without knowing where they would settle. Muhajirs lived in provinces throughout the empire, and Muslims from Bosnia-Herzegovina in particular could be found on both its European and Asian flanks. Although most were settled in the sparsely populated expanses of Anatolia (Asia Minor), a number of Bosniaks set up in the Arab provinces of the Ottoman Empire. This group of Herzegovinian Muslims also headed to the Middle East.

In general, it is difficult to discuss with certainty the influence of Ottoman policies on settlement of the muhajirs, as this issue has not been thoroughly clarified to date. One can only surmise on the basis of inference and analogy from other cases why this group of Herzegovinian Muslims was sent to the Middle Eastern areas of the Ottoman Empire.
The Turkish authorities determined where to send the muhajirs according to the ethnic, strategic, and economic aspects of their colonization policies, regardless of the migrants’ own will and aspirations. First and foremost was the need to internally populate the empire by using muhajirs to increase the numbers of Muslims, which had been thinned out by frequent wars. Muhajirs lived in all the Turkish provinces but the resettlement process did not proceed in a uniform manner. As the area of Palestine was sparsely populated throughout the nineteenth century, one can assume that this was one reason for settling the Herzegovinian Muslims there. Meanwhile, the context of the second half of the nineteenth century was one in which “the Sick Man on the Bosporus” was afflicted in its dying throes by uprisings in the Middle East due to the awakening of Arab nationalism and the broader movements of liberation from Turkish rule, as well as economic and cultural penetration from the West, which only intensified after the Congress of Berlin. In light of these factors, one can assume that the Turkish authorities engaged in a kind of “demographic interpolation,” settling sparse, insecure, and hostile border areas of the empire with populations that would be loyal. Accordingly, Circassians—the traditional “watchdogs” of the Turkish Sultan—and Muslims from the Maghrib came to Palestine after 1878, in addition to the group of about one hundred families from Herzegovina.

The Emigration

On the eve of the occupation of Bosnia-Herzegovina, several prominent Mostar families—including the Stupac, Čehajić, Hadžijahić, Rizvanbegović, Lakišić, and Drače clans—sent representatives to Constantinople tasked with seeking permission to move to Turkey. Having been granted approval, representatives of the Lakišić, Rizvanbegović, and Čehajić families spearheaded preparations for the journey. These arrangements took about six months, during which time the muhajirs gathered together. The Austrian occupation authorities did not hinder or help the migrants. Similarly, the Turkish authorities were involved only in providing immigration permits. Entire families set out together. Fixed assets were sold for nothing; they carried only what was necessary, plus as much currency and gold as possible.

The first place they stopped was Constantinople, then Izmir. Some families stayed in Izmir while the others continued to Syria, specifically a village just outside Damascus.

Believing that they would find greater religious purity while living in the ancient Islamic lands, the Bosniaks instead were confronted with ethnic intolerance, startling regional particularities that were strange to them, and religious “impurity” among the autochthonous population. They became acutely aware that the only thing tying them to this people was a common religion. This ethical and moral discomfort was accompanied by problems with acclimatization. Unable to adapt to the desolation and heat at the edges of the Syrian desert (to say nothing of their disappointing new neighbors), they decided to ask the Ottoman authorities to facilitate their resettlement, on condition that they could stay together. The government acceded to this request and accorded them the freedom to choose a new place of residence. They learned from a compatriot working in the Ottoman administration about Caesarea, a semi-ruined archaeological site near Haifa, on the
Palestinian coast of the Mediterranean Sea. Only those who had the means to do so left; a small number remained in Syria, while some others returned to Anatolia and settled in Adana and Istanbul.

So, after about two years in Syria the group set out for Palestine, having lost ties to their homeland with no new arrivals from Bosnia-Herzegovina. There, they settled in Caesarea while a smaller group—comprised of the Lakišić, Silić, Mićijević, and Mikišić families—split off and went to Yanun, near Nablus.

THE BOSNIAK SETTLEMENT IN CAESAREA

Families Residing in Caesarea

From the hundred or so families that moved from Mostar, about fifty settled in Caesarea; only thirty-two of the families’ names are known. In Caesarea, there were the Zubčević and Muratović families from Trebinje; the Mehdić who were in both Mostar and Trebinje; the Džamipo family, originally from Stolac; the Šaldos hailng from Čapljina; the Čerkezović who were in Mostar but do not know their origins; the Rizvanbegović, a famous Stolac family that was equally distinguished in Mostar; the Rajković from Blagaj, although also in Mostar; the well-known Fazlagič family from Čapljina (who must have also lived for a long time in Mostar, as evidenced by the existence of a “Fazlagić Street” in the city); as well as the Ulakšić, Borić, Mikišić, Vjetro (or Jetro), Hadži Mula (or Hadžimuljić) families, whose origins are unknown. All the other families that settled in Caesarea were from Mostar and could be considered large, respectable, and well-off. These were the Lakišić, Puzić, Hadžiselimović, Hasanagić, Čehajić, Drače, Omeragić, Stupac, Demirović, Ramić, Kadijević, Hadžialić, Mirić, Dizdar, Komad, Mićijević, Repak, and Repavac families.

At the time of immigrating to Caesarea, the Mostar muhajirs were the only people living in the village, but they soon paid fellahin to cultivate their land. The Ottoman authorities later settled seven Circassian families, an “Islamized” Bulgarian one, and two Turkish families in Caesarea. The Bosniaks enjoyed cordial relations with them and with all of the neighboring communities; they had good ties and business relationships with the indigenous Jewish communities of Hadera and Zamarin.

There were virtually no new arrivals from Bosnia-Herzegovina unless we count the women who were brought over from the old country as wives starting in the 1930s. One exception was the Mehmedbegović family, which moved to Caesarea in the 1920s, at the invitation of their kin among the Hadžijahić. Many of the immigrants fell ill in the early years of the settlement at Caesarea due to the difficult climate, which was compounded by the negative effects of the wetlands just outside the settlement. Malaria in particular took its toll, as did homesickness. In the first ten years in Palestine, there were many deaths, with entire families wiped out and no births due to sterility.

Municipal Autonomy

Bosniaks in Caesarea were organized into a municipality in accordance with Turkish regulations in force at that time. The mudir was Ahmad-beğ Katkhuda and the muezzin was a Bosniak from the Drače family. On their own initiative, the villagers built a mosque with a school that provided four years of religious education for children. The Bosniaks hired an Arab teacher called Hajj Hasan, whom they also paid to act as imam.


**Construction of the Settlement**

The Herzegovinian muhajirs were attracted to the ancient site of Caesarea for three reasons: (1) the site was empty, so it afforded them an opportunity to live on their own; (2) the presence of fertile land suitable for cultivation; and most importantly (3) the ancient town had its own harbor, which was very important since the lack of convenient land links to the outside world at the time made opening up access to the sea especially conducive to trade. Caesarea was not settled immediately, however; the emigrants lived in Haifa and other nearby areas for about two years while the village was being built and only moved in after construction was finished. As with their initial arrival into the Middle East, the Turkish authorities did not provide any assistance to the muhajirs in building their village. Instead, the community was left to solve its problems on its own, and it used its own resources to hire a German engineer.

As with other muhajir settlements throughout Turkey, the new Bosniak settlement in Caesarea stood out from nearby communities in its layout and architecture. It was built within the walls of the ancient Roman and Byzantine settlements, but modeled on Herzegovinian villages near Mostar, as remembered by the immigrants. Along the wide streets were two-story stone houses with ceramic tile roofs and fenced-in gardens. This was a sharp contrast from the classic style of villages indigenous to this part of the world, which lacked windows, had interior courtyards onto which the rooms would open, and were surrounded by high walls. The number of rooms varied between two and four, depending on the size of the family and its financial situation. Each house had a sitting room, bedroom, mutbakh, and attic. These rooms were furnished in a typical Bosnian style, while the toilets were built in “the old style”—in the courtyard.

They also constructed public buildings in the village: an administrative office, a customs post for the Caesarea harbor, and a mosque with school and graveyard, all of which the Bosniaks built on their own.

**Clothing**

The older styles of clothing from the homeland remained in use among the Bosniaks of Caesarea until the second generation in Palestine, when they gave way to garments from the surrounding Arab population. This change was primarily due to the impact of the new environment, as well as through conscious adaptation to new living conditions. This happened to all of the villagers, without regard to their social status. Men tended to be first in taking up local clothing, on account of their closer connections with the outside world; women, being tied by tradition to hearth and home, lagged behind. In this new place, women started by abandoning pantaloons (dimije, or salwars), which were not worn by Arab women.

Thus, the attire of the old country was abandoned relatively quickly, just as with the muhajirs in Turkey, who also adopted the clothing of the surrounding population.

**Diet**

Like our muhajirs in Turkey, Bosniaks took on the traditional food of their new surroundings while continuing to produce dishes typical of the old country, including specialties of Bosnian Muslim cuisine such as pite (savory filo-dough pies), gurabiye (shortbread biscuits), and hurmašice (cakes soaked in syrup).
**Work, Labor, Trades**

The Bosniaks’ holdings lay about three kilometers outside the village. The land was good and fertile, and one of their primary occupations was exploiting the soil. For help in cultivating the land, they hired fellahin who worked as wage laborers on the Bosniaks’ lands and also performed gardening tasks and other manual labor. Aside from agriculture, the most common and lucrative trades were in animal husbandry and handicrafts.66

**Marriage and Family**

After settling in Caesarea, large families lived together in shared households, which would include the families of fathers, married sons, and their own wives and children. Marriage was for the most part monogamous, with only one known case of bigamy among the Bosniaks.

Considerations of ethnicity and wealth status were major factors in marriage decisions, with a tendency toward maintaining ethnic endogamy. Spouses were chosen in situ: wives and husbands were found among the Bosniaks of Caesarea. Some went to Turkey in search of wives from the Bosniak diaspora there. Such trips were common. To a lesser extent was the practice of seeking brides from the home country, starting in the mid-1930s.

At first, there were no marriages to Arabs. But this eventually changed, as many Bosniaks died from the harsh climate and women in particular could not conceive children in the first ten years. Gradually the villagers started to arrange marriages with the Arab population.

**Elements of Spiritual Culture**

Since the Herzegovinian Muslim settlers and their Arab neighbors in Palestine shared a common religion, it is very difficult one hundred years later to discern major cultural differences between the immigrants and indigenes. Moreover, it is important to note that it was precisely through their shared religion that the Herzegovinian muhajirs consciously assimilated into the surrounding Muslim Middle Eastern population.

However, the muhajirs still preserved their maternal language, thanks mostly to women in the domestic space who nurtured and passed it along to the younger generation. At first they deliberately maintained their mother tongue, but eventually the language came to be neglected. Serbo-Croatian was spoken intensively until the children started school, but as youths of the second generation began to pursue education elsewhere, the language was lost.67

After their arrival, they continued to pass down oral traditions from one generation to the next, including folk songs, stories, and proverbs—but these, too, were eventually lost with the passage of time.

**EMIGRATION FROM CAESAREA**

**Reasons and Directions**

Emigration from Caesarea began early. The hardship of adjusting to the new climate and feelings of insecurity from bedouin raids that were otherwise common in this part of the world68 compelled some families such as the Ramić and Rajković to return home and others to move elsewhere in the Ottoman Empire, such as the Dizdars and others.
There was also a wave of families that departed when their children reached school age. Since Caesarea only had a four-year religious school, many families moved to bigger cities such as Haifa, Tulkarm, Nablus, Jaffa, and Jerusalem seeking education for their children. From there, youths could seek larger centers for study.

The infiltration of new foreign immigrants also encouraged the Bosniaks to increasingly abandon Caesarea. First came German colonists, who offered large sums of money to purchase Bosniak properties, followed by Jews with their own amply attractive offers to buy land and houses. The influx of Jewish immigrants was particularly intense around 1920–22, when Bosniaks began to leave Caesarea in larger numbers.

The mass exodus of the Herzegovinian muhajirs from Caesarea triggered faster and more significant changes in their lifestyles, accelerating their assimilation into the surrounding Arab population. In the censuses conducted by the British Mandate, Bosniaks were treated as Arab Muslims. It was at this time that the ethnic label Bushnaq (Bošnjak) became a family name—aptly symbolizing their blending in.

As construction began on the Haifa port after World War I, the harbor in Caesarea lost its importance; similarly, the opening of the coastal railway line south of Haifa also diminished the village’s importance and pushed the muhajirs to move to new places where they could continue to ply their trades. During this period, their movement was free and voluntary, without any interference from the Mandatory authorities. They moved to neighboring big cities, and some families returned to their homeland. At the time of the mass movement from Caesarea, economic reasons also spurred many families—including the Muratović, Lakišić, Čerkezović, and Dizdars—to move to Turkey, especially to Adana.

After the creation of the state of Israel in 1948, the Bosniaks moved out of Caesarea definitively and, like the rest of the Arab population of Palestine, were displaced to neighboring Arab countries such as Syria, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, and Egypt. With the departure of the Bosniaks, Caesarea ceased to exist as a village. Since then, it has been only an archaeological site of cultural and touristic importance.

THE SITUATION TODAY

Today, Bosniaks live in the occupied territories of Jordan [sic], in Tulkarm, Nablus, and Ramallah; in Amman, there are about sixty families, who are mostly of a higher socioeconomic status. There are also large numbers of Bosniaks in Kuwait. In Lebanon, Bosniak families live in Beirut (Drač), Tyre (Repavac), and Tripoli (Džampo). In Syria, they live in Damascus and in Tartus, on the Mediterranean coast. They also live in Egypt [sic], particularly in the Gaza area. Some have even moved to Tunisia. For a while, a Bosniak family lived in Bahrain, and later moved to Kuwait, and some Bosniaks settled for a while in Abu Dhabi. It also seems that there are Bosniaks in Saudi Arabia, in Riyadh, Mecca, and Jeddah. Many have returned to Turkey, while one family, that of Dr. Sulejman Kathuda, returned a few years ago to Yugoslavia, renewed its Yugoslav citizenship, and lives in Mostar.

The Bosniaks have to this day preserved a strong sense of particularity, along with some cultural and anthropological characteristics. They still differ from the Arab cultural environment to some extent, having never fully accepted all the Middle Eastern, Islamic Arab customs. They still
maintain ethnic endogamy, and accordingly have a noticeably lighter complexion. But the mother
tongue slowly but surely faded out, and even the older generation today does not speak it
particularly well. In the eyes of their new neighbors, they are today part of an Arab Middle
Eastern people—the Palestinians.80 One can say that one hundred years after arriving in the
region, the Herzegovinian muhajirs live in near complete assimilation with the Arab population of
this part of the world.
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Balkan Migration to the Middle East

In the Hijaz (the region of Saudi Arabia encompassing the holy cities of Mecca and Medina)
there are large numbers of foreign Muslims of diverse origins who stayed on after pilgrimages.1 In
the early decades of the nineteenth century, the traveler J. L. Burckhardt encountered individual
pilgrims from our region who, like many others, had settled under various circumstances and
started new families there, severing ties with kin and friends back home.2

Throughout the Middle East, Muslims of Slavic origin from Sandžak, Kosovo and Metohija,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Montenegro, Macedonia, Serbia (from Niš, Vranje, and Leskovac), plus
Albanians and ethnic Turkish refugees were settled as muhajirs. There were also Orthodox
[Christians] and Catholics from our region in the Middle East. In the holy cities of Arabia,
Burckhardt met various Christians from our country who had inexplicably wound up in that
country. During the construction of the Suez Canal in the 1860s, the labor force included
Catholics from Dalmatia (especially the island of Korčula) and workers from the Montenegrin
coast.3 After the opening of the canal in 1869,4 semi-skilled and highly skilled workers from these
areas were recruited to work in transport operations. During this period, a community of
Macedonians and people from Dalmatia and other parts of the Croatian coast emerged in
Alexandria, Suez, and along the canal, working in trade. They remained there as of the period
between the world wars and retained memories of their origins, even as they assimilated into the
local population.

During the construction of the Baghdad railway starting in the late nineteenth century, workers
came from Bosnia and elsewhere in our country, as did engineers, merchants, and others.5 After the
1878 Congress of Berlin, came another wave of Herzegovinian Muslims, namely the ones who settled
in Caesarea.

Although Albanians have been moving to the Middle East for centuries, their economic
migration reached a climax after the 1912–13 Balkan wars. They have settled in Aleppo (150
families from Pejë/Pec and Vushtrri/Vuçitren) and Damascus (5,000 people), which has the largest
Albanian community in the Levant. In the city, there are several neighborhoods with Albanians,
plus a well-known “Albanian village” just outside the capital. In this village are Albanians from
Kosovo and Albania itself. They live relatively well, sticking together and aiding one another, but Albanian customs are completely suppressed. Because of their difficult immigrant life, they take pains to blend in as much as possible. In the same period, some Albanian families migrated to Beirut from Prizëve (according to a program on Priština TV filmed in Syria and Lebanon in October 1977 and aired the following year).

During World War II, a small group moved from Bosnia to Syria, including many Muslims. They later fought on the Allied side in the Middle East. Having acquitted themselves well of their tasks, many remained in the Syrian and Lebanese armies and still live in the two countries.

As for the emigration of our Jews to Palestine, it was limited from 1878 through the era of the British Mandate and took place at the individual level. During the Balkan wars, some Jews from Macedonia went to Palestine. After World War I, Jewish emigration to Palestine (aliyah), began from Yugoslavia, lasting about a decade and included several hundred youth pioneers (halutzim). Around this time, about 1,500 Jews from Bitola, Macedonia, also departed. In late 1940 and early 1941, the last organized batch of the Hashomer Hatzaïr Zionist youth group went to Palestine and founded Kibbutz Gat shortly before the outbreak of World War II [sic]. The first mass migration of Yugoslav Jews—about 8,500 persons/individuals—came after World War II with the 1948 founding of the Israeli state. This group left voluntarily, afflicted by a nationalist psychosis.

At the present time, the emigration of our population to the Middle East is of a largely sporadic and individual character.
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**The Herzegovinian Muslim Colony in Caesarea, Palestine**

Among the descendants of these emigrants, the most comprehensive information was provided by: Abdurrahman Ali Bushnaq, a businessman from Amman; Abdullah Bushnaq, a retiree from Amman; Selma Bushnak, née Brkić, married before World War II to Abdullah Bushnaq, homemaker; Amina Bushnaq, homemaker from Beirut; Lamya El Khalil, née Bushnak, owner of...
an orange grove in southern Lebanon, Beirut; Dr. Sulejman Kathuda, a retired doctor from Amman, living today in Mostar; Umica Kathuda, née Ćišić, married in the late 1930s to Dr. Sulejman Kathuda; engineer Samir Kathuda, their son, living in Yugoslavia, as well as Aža Đabić, homemaker from Mostar; Muhamed Mujić, a civil servant from Mostar; Narcisa Mujić, homemaker from Mostar; Ibrahim Đišić, civil servant from Sarajevo; Đžemal Drače, retiree from Belgrade with close and distant relatives among the emigrants.

Among the scholars and publicists who provided the most information were: Joseph Sfeir from Beirut and Eugen Werber, scholar of Judaism from Belgrade.

Useful data was also provided by: Razia Brkić, who with her husband, the trade representative of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY), spent many years in the Middle East and met several of our emigrant families; Mithad Muratbegović, diplomatic representative of the SFRY and his wife Razija; Meho Rajković and his wife, Bahra; Nusret and Emilija Seferović; and Dr. Muhamed Ustavdić, a doctor in Srebrenik (near Tuzla) who spent several years working in the hospitals of the Palestinian liberation movement, whose patients included descendants of our emigrants and their Arab neighbors, from whom he heard and learned many details about the history, life, and fate of the colony of Herzegovinian Muslims in Caesarea, Palestine.
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